Mazda miller cycle

It has a compression ratio of in current prototype form yet runs on 87 octane fuel. It relies on
the Miller cycle or modern Atkinson cycle when it wants to make power, yet runs a traditional
cycle, albeit with compression ignition, when it wants to be efficient. It sounds confusing at
first, and unfortunately the complications accumulate as you dive deeper. Mazda is doing
something nearly every auto-manufacturer has thought about, researched, and certainly
desired, but they did it all with the help of a spark plug. In other words, it takes the combustion
methodology of a diesel engine, while using the timing methodology of a spark-ignited gasoline
engine. The basic idea stems from attempting to accomplish the ideal engine: instantaneous
combustion, no heat losses, and zero friction. During the compression stroke, the piston moves
upward towards the cylinder head, increasing the pressure, and consequently the temperature,
of the air-fuel mixture contained within. The pressure raises so high, and the temperature gets
so hot, that even without a spark plug the vaporized gasoline combusts as the piston nears the
top of its stroke. Full combustion occurs simultaneously, extremely quickly, and all of the
pressure produced from combustion turns into useful work, forcing the piston downward.
Outside of this range, the combustion timing is chaotic and difficult to control. So at this point
we know two things: 1. Outside of this range, spark-ignition is required. Thus the challenge is
figuring out a way to switch between spark-ignition and compression ignition in a seamless
manner. What if you always used the spark plug to time ignition? Normal combustion, yawnâ€¦.
When possible, the engine operates in a manner similar to diesel engines, albeit with premixed
air and directly injected fuel. Air comes in, swirling about, creating a nice homogenous air-fuel
blend as the piston reaches the top of its travel. Ideally, the air-fuel ratio is about at this point. In
the center of that swirling air-fuel mixture, the eye of the storm remains calm. Here, the direct
fuel injector spritzes a light addition of gasoline, dropping the air-fuel ratio nearest the spark
plug to approximately These two distinct regions of air-fuel ratios play important individual
roles. As the piston moves upward, the fuel is getting dangerously close to igniting all on its
own from the heat and added pressure from compression remember, this is regular octane fuel
and a compression ratio of Just before knock starts to occur, the spark plug fires away. The
less lean area of air near the plug combusts, creating a tiny expanding flame front. Nearly
instantaneously, the entire mixture bursts into flames. Use a spark plug for perfectly timed
combustion, and use compression ignition for its incredible efficiency benefits. Wait, but what
about that supercharger, the low octane fuel, and whatever the Miller cycle is? Why all the
quirks and complexities? Everything that at first seems counterintuitive has a rational
explanation:. In this case, the supercharger is being used to lean out the air-fuel mixture, a lean
supercharger, if you will, to improve fuel economy. This reduces combustion temperatures,
lowers NOx emissions, improves the amount of useful work produced with the same amount of
fuel, and reduces heat loss to the cylinder bore. Remember, compression ignition means you
want the fuel to ignite all on its own. Using a higher octane fuel would in this case make
combustion more difficult. The more sensitive the fuel is to pressure changes, the more easily
Mazda can control exactly when it ignites by using a spark plug. The Miller cycle nearly
synonymous with the modern Atkinson cycle is a trick used on modern engines for improved
efficiency. The idea is to leave the intake valve open for a portion of the compression stroke,
pushing some of the air and fuel out of the cylinder back where it came from. This reduces the
effective compression ratio, and together with a now relatively higher expansion ratio, reduces
fuel consumption. But Mazda uses the Miller cycle for exactly the opposite reason: torque!
When the engine wants peak power over great fuel economy, the supercharger only provides a
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an automobile which was manufactured by Mazda in Japan from to The Millenia was originally
planned as the second of three models for Mazda's proposed luxury brand Amati. As the
company's dwindling finances caused by the onslaught of the " bubble economy " prevented
the launch of the Amati brand, the Millenia was released in the autumn of in Europe as the
Mazda Xedos 9 and in Japan and Australia as the Eunos Having been developed for a separate
market from typical Mazda customers, the Millenia boasted myriad finer details. It was
engineered to far greater levels of perceived quality than existing Mazda cars, such as interior
plastic quality, panel gap and thicker paint coating. The Millenia does not have a direct
predecessor or replacement in the Mazda product line, and production ceased with the
introduction of the Mazda6 in , itself a replacement for the It appears to have received a
brand-new platform, although the multi-link suspension at both ends strongly resembled that of

the Mazda Sentia , with minor changes such as replacing the lower I-arm with an A-arm for front
wheel drive. Yaw-sensitive four-wheel steering was available as an option in Japan; Mazda
claimed that with this feature, the Millenia was capable of passing the elk test at speeds
comparable to the BMW i and Nissan ZX. The Japanese market name change from Eunos to
Mazda Millenia was accompanied by a significant facelift that included some cost-saving
measures. For instance, the hood was downgraded from aluminum to steel. The Millenia was
again facelifted for the model year. The Mazda Xedos 9 was a luxury car for Mazda of Europe.
Sold between and , the Xedos 9 was the export version of Mazda's upscale Eunos on the Mazda
T platform. The Eunos was sold in Japan from through It was exported as the Xedos 9 and used
the Mazda T platform. The Eunos was also sold as a Eunos in Australia, as both the M, with the
Miller Cycle engine and the base , with the 2. Both engines are slightly detuned compared to the
Japanese spec engines, most likely because 95 octane fuel was the maximum octane rated fuel
available in Australia at that time. The car was launched in North America in as a model year as
the Mazda Millenia, and would eventually replace the as Mazda's flagship sedan offering in
North America. The had been the last non-luxury marque rear-wheel drive Japanese import
sedan since the discontinuation of the Toyota Cressida in , whereas the Millenia was
front-wheel drive , and thus only capable of giving rivalry to the Nissan Maxima at the time. The
Millenia was available in the U. Three models were offered; the base model, the mid-level
Millenia with standard leather upholstery, power moonroof and remote keyless entry and the top
of the line S model which featured traction control, heated front seats, heavy duty wipers and
the 2. The Miller cycle engine has a shorter compression stroke and a belt driven air
compressor essentially a supercharger. Mazda Motorsport Australia released a limited edition
Eunos M SP with improved suspension and larger alloy wheel and tyre combination, but with no
modifications to the engine. The first mention of the Amati luxury brand was in Motor Trend
magazine February page , the article written by Maryann N. The November issue on page 18
stated that after Amati had been cancelled due to recession, the Millenia was originally to be
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crossover. Welcome to Forgotten Cars, a new feature I'm trying out where we highlight
fascinating cars and engines that are obscure, unrecognized and lost to the passage of time.
The rotary engine must think pretty highly of itself. When people discuss alternative engines, it
almost inevitably comes up at some point. And you can't really even talk about Mazda's history
without mentioning the rotary. But while we can all agree that the rotary is great, it's not the
only unusual engine to sign up for a tour of duty in a Mazda. There was also the company's
Miller Cycle V6 engine from the Mazda Millenia, but nobody remembers that. What's that? You
didn't realize that some versions of the boring, front-wheel-drive Millenia had something truly
special under the hood? Nobody's going to blame you. As far as sedans go, the Millenia is
about as bland-looking as you can possibly get. Typically offered in inoffensive colors like
beige, white and silver, the Millenia â€” sold in America from to â€” has absolutely no styling
cues whatsoever to indicate that it is anything other than a sleepy appliance-mobile. If I were to
rob a bank, I would want a beige Millenia as my getaway car, because it is indistinguishable
from scores of other sedans from that era. But underneath that anonymous exterior is a tale
that's quite interesting. See, the Millenia wasn't just the replacement for the rear-wheel-drive
flagship , it was meant to be one of the first models for the luxury brand "Amati" that Mazda
attempted to pull off in the early s. This attempt to compete with Lexus and Acura was met with
failure thanks to a worldwide recession at the time, and other factors. In spite of this, the
Millenia itself â€” known as the Xedos 9 and Eunos in other markets â€” had some pretty
special features, including an excellent chassis and a Japan-only four-wheel-steering system
that made it a potent handler. The Miller cycle is a modification of the traditional four-stroke
Otto cycle process, except that the intake valve is left open longer than it would be on a normal

engine, aided by a twin-screw supercharger. It was the first time the Miller cycle process had
been used on a passenger car. This article on the Millenia from Spannerhead explains the
process well:. The idea is to reduce pumping losses during the compression stroke by holding
the intake valve open for much longer, well into the piston's upward rise, and relying on a
supercharger to force the intake charge to stay inside the cylinder. The result is 15 percent
increased efficiency, according to HowStuffWorks. It certainly had an interesting sound, too.
Ward's Auto had a lot of praise for the motor, putting it on their list of "10 Best Engines" several
years in a row. Here is what they said in :. Mazda engineers doubtless got plenty of overtime in
developing the Miller. We only wish that Mazda, or ever-more-involved corporate parent Ford,
would find more ways to use this innovative and refined engine. The Millenia is a wonderful car,
but we can't help thinking that new Cougar could be a lot of fun with the Miller-cycle underhood.
That, unfortunately, was not to be. The Millenia was killed off in and it was not replaced, and that
clever Miller cycle V6 never saw duty in any other car. So why didn't the Miller cycle V6 see
more action? Motive Mag once brought up some good reasons: it's complex, expensive, and
doesn't really add that much power to the car. It's an interesting setup, but it's not all that worth
it. Mazda did put a Miller cycle engine to use again in the current Mazda2 , which uses a 1. What
do you think? Would you like to see the Miller cycle put to use on more cars? Do you have any
experiences with the Millenia? Help me out, Jalops. I'd like to make Forgotten Cars a regular
thing, but I need suggestions. I'm looking for stuff that's really obscure and that even the most
seasoned car experts know little about. Give us some ideas in the comments! Photos credit
Cars. And lets not forget about the Eunos Cosmo when mentioning Mazda Eunos being Mazda's
Japan-only luxury brand during the late 80s and 90s. It's ugly and square, but under the hood
hides either the RX-7s 1. Of course, it only came with a 4-speed slush-box, but who'd want one
for anything other than to swap the engine into an RX-7 FD? EDIT: Admittedly though, this thing
was shock-full of luxurious technology even by today's standards. It had goddamn GPS and
touch screens ! The A. Patrick George. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. In
engineering , the Miller cycle is a thermodynamic cycle used in a type of internal combustion
engine. The engine may be two- or four-stroke and may be run on diesel fuel , gases, or dual
fuel. This type of engine was first used in ships and stationary power-generating plants, and is
now used for some railway locomotives such as the GE PowerHaul. More recently, Subaru has
combined a Miller-cycle flat-4 with a hybrid driveline for their concept "Turbo Parallel Hybrid"
car, known as the Subaru B5-TPH , and Nissan has introduced a small three-cylinder engine
with variable intake valve timing that claims to operate an Atkinson cycle at low load thus the
lower power density is not a handicap , or a Miller cycle when under light boost in the
low-pressure, supercharged variant, returning to regular and either suction or more strongly
supercharged , more power-dense Otto cycle operation at higher loads. In the latter example,
the particular nature of the Miller cycle permits the supercharged version to not only be
moderately more powerful, but also claim better, almost diesel-like fuel economy with lower
emissions than the simpler, cheaper suction-intake one - in contrast to the usual situation of
supercharging causing significantly increased fuel consumption. A traditional reciprocating
internal combustion engine uses four strokes, of which two can be considered high-power: the
compression stroke high power flow from crankshaft to the charge and power stroke high
power flow from the combustion gases to crankshaft. In the Miller cycle, the intake valve is left
open longer than it would be in an Otto-cycle engine. In effect, the compression stroke is two
discrete cycles: the initial portion when the intake valve is open and final portion when the
intake valve is closed. This two-stage intake stroke creates the so-called "fifth" stroke that the
Miller cycle introduces. As the piston initially moves upwards in what is traditionally the
compression stroke, the charge is partially expelled back out through the still-open intake valve.
Typically, this loss of charge air would result in a loss of power. However, in the Miller cycle,
this is compensated for by the use of a supercharger. The supercharger typically will need to be
of the positive-displacement Roots or screw type due to its ability to produce boost at relatively
low engine speeds. Otherwise, low-rpm power will suffer. Alternatively, a turbocharger can be
used for greater efficiency, if low rpm operation is not required, or supplemented with electric
motors. During the initial part of the compression stroke, the piston pushes part of the fuel-air
mixture through the still-open intake valve, and back into the intake manifold. The charge air is
compressed using a supercharger and cooled by an intercooler to a pressure higher than that
needed for the engine cycle, but filling of the cylinders is reduced by suitable timing of the inlet
valve. Thus the expansion of the air and the consequent cooling take place in the cylinders and
partially in the inlet. When the temperature is lower at the beginning of the cycle, the air density
is increased without a change in pressure the mechanical limit of the engine is shifted to a
higher power. At the same time, the thermal load limit shifts due to the lower mean
temperatures of the cycle. This allows ignition timing to be advanced beyond what is normally

allowed before the onset of detonation, thus increasing the overall efficiency still further. An
additional advantage of the lower final charge temperature is that the emission of NOx in diesel
engines is decreased, which is an important design parameter in large diesel engines on board
ships and power plants. Efficiency is increased by having the same effective compression ratio
and a larger expansion ratio. This allows more work to be extracted from the expanding gases
as they are expanded to almost atmospheric pressure. In an ordinary spark ignition engine at
the end of the expansion stroke of a wide open throttle cycle, the gases are at around five
atmospheres when the exhaust valve opens. Because the stroke is limited to that of the
compression, still some work could be extracted from the gas. Delaying the closing of the
intake valve in the Miller cycle in effect shortens the compression stroke compared to the
expansion stroke. This allows the gases to be expanded to atmospheric pressure, increasing
the efficiency of the cycle. The benefits of using positive-displacement superchargers come
with a cost due to parasitic load. The major advantage of the cycle is that the expansion ratio is
greater than the compression ratio. By intercooling after the external supercharging, an
opportunity exists to reduce NOx emissions for diesel, or knock for spark ignition engines.
However, multiple tradeoffs on boosting system efficiency and friction due to the larger
displacement need to be balanced for every application. The overview given above may
describe a modern version of the Miller cycle, but it differs in some respects from the patent.
The patent describes "a new and improved method of operating a supercharged intercooled
engine". The engine may be two-cycle or four-cycle and the fuel may be diesel, dual fuel, or gas.
It is clear from the context that "gas" means gaseous fuel and not gasoline. The
pressure-charger shown in the diagrams is a turbocharger , not a positive-displacement
supercharger. The engine whether four-stroke or two-stroke has a conventional valve or port
layout, but an additional "compression control valve" CCV is in the cylinder head. The servo
mechanism, operated by inlet manifold pressure, controls the lift of the CCV during part of the
compression stroke and releases air from the cylinder to the exhaust manifold. The CCV would
have maximum lift at full load and minimum lift at no load. The effect is to produce an engine
with a variable compression ratio. As inlet manifold pressure goes up because of the action of
the turbocharger the effective compression ratio in the cylinder goes down because of the
increased lift of the CCV and vice versa. This "will insure proper starting and ignition of the fuel
at light loads". A similar delayed valve-closing method is used in some modern versions of
Atkinson cycle engines, but without the supercharging. These engines are generally found on
hybrid electric vehicles, where efficiency is the goal, and the power lost compared to the Miller
cycle is made up through the use of electric motors. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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